
Clutch Travel Sensor 

The clutch travel sensor from paragon 
serves the purpose of securing stop/start 
systems in manual transmission vehicles. 
Positions are measured precisely with 
non-contact hall sensors, and the values 
are transferred to the gear control system 
via a bus interface (CAN, IN). 

 

Gear systems which are electronically 
supported in this way result in a huge 
increase in the driving comfort. They are 
clearly superior to earlier mechanically-
based position measurement systems 
because they make measurement errors 
a thing of the past. 
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Subject to technical changes; errors excepted.  

Characteristic value Value Comment 

Operating voltage 5 V / 12V Optional 

Power consumption < 50 mA  

Interface PMW, switch output  

Dimensions < 65 x 30 x 20 mm  

Weight < 50 g   

Attachment Snap-in hook on clutch master cylinder  

Other path: 30 mm / 10 bit resolution  

Operating temperature - 30° C to + 120° C   

Storage temperature - 40° C to +125° C   

Protection class IP6K7K  

The clutch travel sensor is fitted to the clutch master cylinder. Without making contact, the sensor measures the 
travel of the master piston and converts it into a PWM signal. The sensor is evaluated by the electronic parking 
brake and the engine control unit. The power supply is provided by the on-board power system. 

In addition to the clutch travel, two switching points are 
emitted, each of which represents the replacement of the 
previously used discrete switches. 

The Interlock switch output is realised independently of the 
speed controller (GRA) switch output and independently of 
the PWM signal in order to enable a plausibility check of the 
signals in comparison with each other. 

Both the GRA switch output and the Interlock switch output are prevented from being emitted as switched on 
due to a simple error, whether mechanical or electrical, although only one or neither of them should be 
switched on due to the clutch position. A calibration takes place on the master cylinder in order to intercept the 
change due to the mechanical tolerances. 

Technical specifications 


